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www.independentgardening.co.uk
I have been using SEER Rockdust for at least 4 years. I run Independent
Gardening Ltd which specialises in design and advice for clients who have
neural disabilities. I also project manage and design gardens for private
clients across the UK.
I first heard of rock dust in the 80s when I lived in Australia, where it had just
become the new soil miracle worker. In the mid 2000s after returning to the
UK my sister mentioned she was using SEER Rockdust in her walled garden
for her fruit and vegetables that she was selling to local restaurants in
Scotland. By this time I was running a gardening company and the size of
my sister’s raspberry cane’s and the taste and volume of her
vegetables warranted further investigation.
I first used SEER Rockdust in a client’s vegetable garden, and the results
were impressive. We had the best crop of broccoli we had ever had, and
the raspberries were fantastic.
I have used SEER Rockdust ever since. Whether for new planting eg
Taxus baccata for a hedge, where soil is dug over and each plant has a
handful put in the bottom of the hole and for new lawns - both
sprinkled on the grass and/or in the soil underneath. Most importantly I
use it when creating therapeutic gardens, or working with people. Apart from
the fact that SEER Rockdust is full of minerals and vitamins, it is a
completely natural substance without chemicals or harmful additives. This
makes it easy to handle. I do not have to worry about harmful effects on my
clients or plants. It does not harm skin, the eyes (any more than any normal
dust and gravel) and is effectively inert until it is put onto the soil; additionally
it does not burn the new roots of plants. You can store it for an age without
worrying about rodents or vermin, which, believe me, is a superb bonus.
I thoroughly recommend SEER Rockdust to be used in all applications of
planting and gardening. It feeds the soil, and hence the plant - which of
course is how the care of the soil and gardening used to be practiced. It is
not rocket science, but then I have found the best ideas usually aren’t.

